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Abstract
AIM: To identify a hypothesis on: �upine sleep, suddena hypothesis on: �upine sleep, suddenhypothesis on: �upine sleep, sudden: �upine sleep, sudden �upine sleep, sudden 
infant death syndrome ��ID��� reduction and association��ID��� reduction and association�ID��� reduction and association�� reduction and association reduction and association 
with increasing autism incidence.

METHODS: Literature was searched for autism 
spectrum disorder incidence time trends, with corre-
lation of change-points matching supine sleep cam-
paigns. A mechanistic model expanding the hypothesis 
was constructed based on further review of epidemi-
ological and other literature on autism.

RESULTS: In five countries (Denmark, United Kingdom, 
Australia, Israel, United States) with published time 
trends of autism, change-points coinciding with supine 
sleep campaigns were identified. The model proposes 
that supine sleep does not directly cause autism, but 
increases the likelihood of expression of a subset of 
autistic criteria in individuals with genetic susceptibility, 
thereby specifically increasing the incidence of autism 
without intellectual disability.

CONCLUSION: Supine sleep is likely a physiological 
stressor, that does reduce �ID�, but at the cost of 
impact on emotional and social development in the 
population, a portion of which will be susceptible to, 
and consequently express autism. A re-evaluation of all 
benefits and harms of supine sleep is warranted. If the 
�ID� mechanism proposed and autism model presented 
can be verified, the research agenda may be better 
directed, in order to further decrease �ID�, and reduce 
autism incidence. 

Key words: Autism; Autism spectrum disorder; Incidence; 
Prevalence; Prone sleep; �udden infant death syndrome; 
�upine sleep; Time trends 
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Core tip: An earlier article presents evidence that 
supine sleep is a stressor, with sympathetic arousal that 
protects infants with defects in auto-resuscitation from 
sudden infant death syndrome. This article argues that 
a possible side-effect in the population being subjected 
to supine sleep is an increase in the expression of 
features contributing to diagnosis of autism spectrum 
disorder. In a literature search, five countries were 
identified (Denmark, United Kingdom, Australia, Israel, 
United States) with published time trends of autism, 
and with change-points coinciding with supine sleep 
campaigns. The stressor hypothesis for both conditions 
are amenable to testing, a better understanding of both 
is likely to improve outcomes. 

Bergman NJ. Hypothesis on supine sleep, sudden infant death 
syndrome reduction and association with increasing autism reduction and association with increasing autismreduction and association with increasing autism 
incidence. World J Clin Pediatr 2016; 5(3): 330-342  Available 
from: URL: http://www.wjgnet.com/2219-2808/full/v5/i3/330.
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INTRODUCTION
Supine sleep campaigns have successfully achieved 
global reductions in sudden infant death syndrome 
(S��S��� �hich is �ell documented in ��� countriesS��S��� �hich is �ell documented in ��� countries��� �hich is �ell documented in ��� countries�� �hich is �ell documented in ��� countries[�]. �n 
all these countries the reduction �as fairly immediate 
and in proportion to the population uptake of supine 
sleep follo�ing the public health messages. Reductions 
achieved a plateau�� some�hat higher in the Unitednited 
States than in Scandinaviatates than in Scandinavia than in Scandinavia[2]. Continued intensive 
supine sleep messages have not lo�ered mortality 
further. �ndeed�� in the United States une�plained infantnited States une�plained infantStates une�plained infanttates une�plained infant une�plained infant 
deaths appear to have increased[��]. The underlying 
mechanism for S��S has not been e�plained�� nor the 
mechanism �hereby prone sleep e�erts a potentially 
harmful effect. That prone sleep is harmful has indeed 
been the assumption�� since the association �as so clear.

This author has recently presented a hypothesis 
for the mechanisms of S��S and the protective mech
anism of supine sleep[4]. Briefly, this hypothesis elabo
rates on the Triple Risk Model for S��S[5]�� the three 
aspects being an underlying vulnerability�� a critical 
developmental period�� and an e�ogenous stressor or 
risk factor. The key element of this model is that there is 
an underlying defect: The great majority of S��S cases 
have identified brainstem abnormalities�� �hich have 
not yet been found in controls[5��6]. This author proposes 
that these defects are specific to various stages of auto
resuscitation[7]�� and it is the failure of these �hich is 
the pro�imal or immediate cause of S��S. Tobacco 
specifically augments defects in the gasping mechanism 
that initiates autoresuscitation[8]. Ho�ever�� at an 
intermediate level of causation�� autoresuscitation is 
a necessary response to “adverse autonomic events” 
(AAE��� �hereby the autonomically immature organism 

responds in a primitive reptilian autonomic defence 
style�� through a purely parasympathetic discharge 
orchestrated by the ventrolateral periaqueductal gray 
matter[9]. This is not compatible �ith mammalian physio
logy�� therefore a robust autoresuscitation mechanism 
is activated. �istal mechanisms include those that 
induce the AAEs�� or conversely reduce them�� along 
�ith the critical period and the risk factors of the Triple 
Risk Model. �n healthy infants �ithout defect�� such 
AAE’s appear to be common�� and autoresuscitation is 
robust. REM sleep processes negative emotions[�0]�� and 
is likely the key period of S��S risk[�����2] �ith increasing 
frequency of AAEs. �n S��S subjects�� neural gliosis 
suggests that there have been repeated episodes of 
“nearmisses” �ith hypo�ic damage�� prior to a lethal 
event[���]. �t is possible that the same defects in serotonin 
metabolism identified in SIDS cases may contribute also 
to sleep disruption�� increased REM sleep and decreased 
quiet sleep has been documented in such cases. Further�� 
serotonin is also involved in an�iety and autonomic 
arousal[�4]�� �hich may contribute further to increased 
AAE. 

The association �ith prone sleep has made it the 
focus of research as to mechanisms of harm. No such 
harmful effects have been ascertained. This author 
argues from a biologically based developmental para
digm�� that prone sleep is in fact the normal and healthy 
form of sleep[4]�� as a near universal mammalian pheno
menon (e�ceptions include bats and sloths�. Supine 
sleep in human infants qualifies as a stressor in a 
number of respects�� primarily in producing a raised level 
of state organisation�� and autonomic arousal[4]. This is 
indeed protective for such infants that have a brainstem 
defect�� the effect may be due to decreased frequency 
of REM sleep�� but perhaps more through an element 
of sympathetic autonomic stressor arousal�� that coun
teracts the primitive parasympathetic dissociation 
defence mechanism[4].

The defect has not been found in postmortem control 
cases[6]�� and S��S qualifies as a “rare disease”[�5]. The 
lethality of the defect is clearly not absolute�� other�ise 
it �ould not be responsive to supine sleep. Conjecture 
can be based on e�isting data: in the United Statesnited StatesStatestates 
neonatal mortality has halved�� this �ould fit a popu
lation �ith a defect prevalence of �.0/�000 �ith a 50% 
lethality. S�eden had a mortality around �.0/�000�� 
this has fallen to 0.25/�000; perhaps a 5/�000 defect 
prevalence �ith a 20% lethality reduced to 5% by 
supine sleep. The number needed to treat from such 
a “treatment” is high�� perhaps above �000. Clearly�� 
current information does not allow an exact figure, but 
this is likely the order of magnitude�� or else controls 
�ith defect �ould be found. 

Consideration should then be given to potential 
sideeffects of such an intervention applied to a �hole 
population. Plagiocephaly �as identified early[�6]�� 
occurring in � of 60 supine sleeping infants�� but �ill only 
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rarely have long lasting major impact. More importantly�� 
supine sleep in the first months of life leads to delayed 
motor development at 6 mo and up to a year[4���7]. Recent 
developments in epigenetics and developmental neuro
science have relevance here. Prolonged stressor effects 
result in elevated cortisol levels that mediate gene 
methylation changes during sensitive periods of early 
development. “Perinatal life is a critical time for �NA 
methylation and for susceptibility to environmental 
factors”[�8]�� methylation generally do�nregulates 
genes�� �ith adverse effects[�8]. Sleep cyclicity is another 
factor essential for the development of healthy neuronal 
circuits[�9]. Supine sleep may therefore have t�o 
separate mechanisms that disrupt early development�� 
as evidenced by delayed motor development. 

The first two months of life are a critical period for 
socioemotional development[20]. This entails neural 
circuitry from the amygdala and associated limbic 
structures (emotional brain� to the medial and orbito
prefrontal corte� and e�ecutive function�� also called 
the social brain[20]. The establishment of early resilience 
requires that social o�ytocin circuits are connected 
also to re�ardrelated dopamine circuits[2�]�� a likely 
consequence of early bonding and secure attachment. 
A predictable consequence of such disruption is autism 
spectrum disorder (AS���� from here just “autism”. (AS���� from here just “autism”.(AS���� from here just “autism”. 
Autism has recently been redefined in the �SM5[22]�� 
encompassing persistent deficits in social communication 
and interaction�� along �ith restricted and repetitive 
patterns of behaviour�� beginning in early childhood and 
impairing everyday functioning. The emotional social 
deficit has been attributed to methylation of o�ytocin 
receptors[�8��2��]�� and repetitive behaviours may be 
attributable to dopamine path�ay disruption[24��25].

There has been e�tensive debate in the literature�� 
�ith some arguing that the increase in autism is due to 
diagnostic changes and other factors[26��27]. These include 
methodological variations in conducting surveys[26��28]�� 
definitions of autism displaying variability[29] (including 
ne� definition in �SM5�� predicted by some to decre
ase the identified incidence[��0�����]�� or make little differ
ence[��2��4]��� broadening of diagnostic concepts[27]�� 
increased a�areness[��5��7]�� diagnostic substitution[��8����9]�� 
and altered ranking of comorbidities[28��40]. This debate 
has led to some relevant reflection: Hrdlicka and 
�udova[4�] argue there is a need for a “broader model 
of social disorders”. While “autism” as a diagnosis may 
be �elcomed by parents seeking economic support 
for care of a challenged child�� autism could be seen as 
a smaller piece of a broader group of “social inhibition 
disorders”[4�]�� all of �hich require support �ithout 
discrimination[28��40��42].

The above not�ithstanding�� “a significant portion 
of the time trend remains une�plained”[4��]�� an actual 
increase cannot be ruled out[4��47]. Keyes et al[48] 
analysed Californian data by birth cohorts�� sho�ing a 
consistent increase over time�� �ith no evidence of an 

characteristic factor contributing to increase. The Autism 
and �evelopmental �isabilities Monitoring Net�ork 
(A��M�[49] like�ise reports on birth cohorts�� using a 
standardised approach in case finding and diagnosis for 
selfselected sites in the United States�� incidence hasnited States�� incidence hasStates�� incidence hastates�� incidence has�� incidence has 
risen from 6.6 to �4.7 (�994 to 2002 birth cohorts�. 

The hypothesis presented in this paper assumes that 
a portion of the increased incidence of autism is real�� 
and proposes that supine sleep is contributing to that 
real increase. Since supine sleep campaigns have been 
introduced in many countries�� �ith measurable change 
in infant sleeping position in the community�� such 
change should according to this hypothesis be reflected 
in change points in the incidence of autism�� attributable 
to “change in risk factor prevalence”[50]. Further�� only 
susceptible infants �ill e�press such autism�� therefore 
an incidence plateau should be achieved �ithin a time 
period that matches the sleeping behaviour change in 
the community. Establishing this requires accurate data 
based on birth cohorts. Most cases are believed to be 
diagnosed by the age of 8 years[49]�� although current 
trends do sho� that additional cases are diagnosed in 
the teen years[5�].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A literature search �as undertaken for published 
incidence or prevalence data on autism for countries �ith 
clear dates for supine sleep campaigns�� and �ith time 
line series that straddle a period before and after such 
campaigns. The focus period �as the decade before 
supine sleep campaigns (�980’s��� through the campaign 
decade�� and for the decade after (2000’s��� allo�ing for 
full e�pression of incidence. �ata on actual sleep position 
in community over time are scarce[42]�� as reported in 
author’s previous paper[4]�� aligning to such data �ould 
be preferable other�ise. Search �as conducted through 
PubMed�� using terms “autism” or “AS�”�� �ith “incidence”�� 
“prevalence” and “trends”. This �as follo�ed up in 
Google Scholar�� and subsequent internet searches on 
key �ords found in articles. �ata �ere collated in E�cel 
in countryspecific graphs. Statistical analysis �as not 
undertaken�� merely identification of change points 
aligned to supine sleep campaigns.

Based on the putative insight that supine sleep is a 
stressor�� a mechanistic hypothesis for increase in autism 
�as generated. This integrates genetics�� epigenetics�� 
stress biology and developmental neuroscience �ith 
current theories and understanding of AS�.

RESULTS
Epidemiological findings
�ata for autism incidence from five countries are 
presented in Table � and Figure ��� �ith incidence time 
series straddling supine sleep campaigns. 

There is a broadly consistent temporal relationship 
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time trends in autism prevalence in the United Kingdomnited KingdomKingdomingdom 
and the Uninited States. These results sho� slightStates. These results sho� slighttates. These results sho� slight. These results sho� slight 
increases preceding the formal campaigns�� �hich may 
reflect population uptake of supine sleep prior to formal 
campaigns�� or other factors. For the United Kingdom��nited Kingdom��Kingdom��ingdom���� 
Gilbert et al[42] sho�s change before �990�� for the Unitednited 
States this can be seen in the N�SP data for sleepingtates this can be seen in the N�SP data for sleeping this can be seen in the N�SP data for sleeping 
position[65] and C�C data for S��S[66]. Note ho�ever 

bet�een supine sleep campaigns and the change
points for autism increase for �enmark in �990[45]�� 
United Kingdom in �99�[52]�� Australia in �99�[5��]�� �srael 
in �99��[54��55]�� and the United States in �994nited States in �994States in �994tates in �994 in �994[49��56]. Note 
the data for �srael are as reported from a national 
database for medical insurance cover�� so rather than 
the usual 8 years�� the mean age at diagnosis �as ��9 
mo[54]�� providing a close match of changepoint �ith 
supine sleep campaign date. Uptake of supine sleep 
follo�ing launch of campaigns[42] correlates �ith rates 
of later autism increase. The changepoints span a five
year period in five separate countries, making any other 
e�trinsic or secular factor less likely.

The quality of supine sleep data is poor[42]�� but 
�here such e�ists there is an improved correlation�� 
since population supine sleep increase started before 
actual campaigns in the Unitenited States�� United KingdomStates�� United Kingdomtates�� United Kingdom�� United Kingdomnited KingdomKingdomingdom 
and Australia. Nor�ay has long term supine sleep data�� 
the only data kno�n to author that precedes safe sleep 
campaigns�� based on a retrospective survey of parent 
recall conducted in �992 and going back 25 years[57]. 
This sho�ed a correlation of decreasing supine sleep 
�ith increasing S��S�� and a corresponding decrease of 
S��S follo�ing supine sleep campaign[58]. Autism data 
from earlier years �as not found�� published data does 
not cover the putative changepoint[596�]�� a comment 
from such later reports is that this represents a “tenfold 
increase in all AS�” compared to previous reports[59].

Mc�onald and Paul[62] “used data sets from 
�enmark�� California�� Japan�� and a �orld�ide composite 
of studies” on autism�� seeking changepoints that 
may assist in identifying an “e�posure to controllable 
e�ogenous stressors”. They identified a �orld�ide 
changepoint around �988�989. They identify Japan as�989. They identify Japan as�989. They identify Japan as 
being alone in having no changepoint, this may reflect 
the patchy uptake of supine sleep from independent 
prefectures[6��]�� �ith no standardised denominators for 
comparisons. Bla�ill[64] provides a detailed revie� of 
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  Country Campaign Supine sleep data Ref.

  Denmark 1��0 - 1Madsen et al[�5]

Parner et al[10�]

  United 
  Kingdom

1��1 �ilbert et al[�2] 1Taylor et al[52]

�laxill[6�]

Smeeth et al[112]

  Australia 1��1 - 1Nassar et al[53]

Atladottir et al[51]

Parner et al[10�]

  Israel 1��3 Inbar et al[115]

Tauman et al[116]

1�al et al[55]

  United Sates 1��� Willinger et al[65] �laxill[6�]

�oyle et al[56]

1MMWR[��]

Keyes et al[�8]

Table 1  Countries with time series prevalence data on supine 
sleep and autism

1References pro�ide data used in Figure 1. MMWR: Morbidity and 
Mortality Weekly Report. 

1990
supine
sleep

1991
supine
sleep

1991
supine
sleep

1993
supine
sleep

1994
supine
sleep

Denmark

United Kingdom

Australia

Israel

United States

300

250

200

150

100

50

0

150

120

90

60

30

0
250

200

150

100

50

0

400

300

200

100

0

120

100

80

60

40

19
88

19
89

19
90

19
91

19
92

19
93

19
94

19
95

19
96

19
97

19
98

19
99

20
00

Figure 1  Epidemiological associations with autism rates (dashed line, rate 
per 10000) and supine sleep campaigns (block arrows). Autism incidence 
plotted by reported year of birth cohort, except Israel which is reported from 
year of insurance claim for infants average 39 mo old (source references in 
Table 1). 
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that countries �ith clear changepoints all had supine 
sleep campaigns �ith launch dates.

Resulting model for hypothesis on supine sleep and 
autism
�t is ackno�ledged that the quality of this data leaves 
much to be desired. Ho�ever�� the original case for 
association �ith prone sleep and S��S �as based on 
similar quality data. �n either case�� an epidemiological 
association requires a biologically plausible hypothesis of 
causation�� �hich in turn can be tested. The hypothesis 
for supine sleep’s effect on autism incidence is pre
sented as an integrated mechanism model in Figure 
2. The “busyness” of the model is commensurate �ith 
the comple�ity of the subject. The population incidence 

is on the Y a�is�� plotted against the sum of individual 
symptom criteria of autism on the X a�is. The majority 
of the population may have one or no autistic feature. 
Ho�ever numbers of “healthy” people may have autistic 
features[67]�� but are coping �ell and �ithout “impaired 
everyday functioning” (criteria ��� �SM5�. Some may 
have impaired functioning and have some autistic 
features�� perhaps part of another “social inhibition 
disorder”[4�]. Given the high heritability and variable 
e�pression of “autism genes”�� relatives of confirmed 
cases are likely to be clustered to the right of the larger 
population�� closer to the diagnostic cutoff[68]. 

The �SM5 does not provide diagnostic cutoff as 
a numeric�� nor any sense of severity�� but an arbitrary 
score of 7 is here marked by the blocked arro� as the 
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→ methylation
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networks �ocio-
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�ensitive → Tools → Specific
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D�M-IV ?
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0                                    3                                   7                                             Autistic criteria 

Figure 2  Model for proposed mechanisms of impact of supine sleep on expression of autistic criteria in a population. Autism diagnosis according to DSM-5 
is indicated by block arrow, issues debated concerning real incidence in arrow box. Solid black line represents “1990’s” incidence of 8 years old final and actual 
criteria, dashed black line represents the rightward shift that supine sleep is proposed to have made to current time (“2010’s”), with mechanisms indicated between 
the curves, see text for details. Autism incidence increases by right shift of the curve along the X axis, as reflected on Y axis. Other factors identified that increase and 
decrease expression of autistic criteria are to the right of the dashed curve. 5-HT: Serotonin; DMN: Default mode network; DSM: Diagnostic and Statistical Manual; G x E: 
Gene environment interaction; OXTR: Oxytocin receptor.
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diagnostic cutoff point for autism. The diagnostic cutoff 
line can be (administratively� shifted separately from the 
reality in the population. The ne� �SM5 is believed to 
decrease the incidence[��0]�� and is therefore more to the 
right than the �SMIV cutoff. �iagnostic and screening 
tools, and new International Classification of Diseases  
editions�� �ith various sensitivity and specificity�� may 
be to the left or right of the block arro�. This could be 
depicted as a zone, and even be quantified, but makes 
little difference to the hypothesis presented here.

The curves represent the “population autistic 
criteria”�� but could equally be seen as the “population 
emotional and social competence curves”; the focus 
of this paper is ho�ever on the e�treme right of the 
curve �here autism is diagnosed. Aligning �ith the 
A��M�� the model is regarded as applying to 8 yearss 
old�� assuming all cases of autism are e�pressed or 
diagnosed by this age. The solid curve represents the 
“true” or real incidence of “population autistic criteria” 
in the population in the early �990’s�� the dashed line 
the real incidence in the 20�0’s. Prior underdiagnosis 
�ould provide incidence to the left of solid line curve�� 
later overdiagnosis provides figures to the right of 
the dashed curve. For realistic scale the curves are 
appro�imately aligned to the �SM5 diagnostic cutoff 
�ith reported A��M incidence data of �992 and 2002 
birth cohorts[49]. The curves should ho�ever be seen 
as a generic and conceptual model. Effectively this 
presents autism as having doubled in incidence during 
this period�� conveyed by a right shift of the “population 
autistic criteria” curve. Note this is a modest increase in 
comparison to other data sources�� factoring in secular 
artefactual increases�� as described in the introduction. 

To the left of the solid curve are itemised basic 
components of autism etiology and pathology. Space 
precludes a description of these�� revie� references 
are provided on “autism anatomy”[69]�� “genes and 
alleles”[7074]�� “epigenetics”[�8��2��]�� “net�orks”[75]�� and the 
“connectome”[76��77]. The latter suggests that autism is 
a neural net�ork disease�� providing a unifying vie� of 
the genes�� epigenes�� effects of environment�� hormones 
and receptors and all the anatomical parts identified. 
Underlying genetic defects are necessary�� and in some 
cases sufficient, to “cause” autism[72��78].

Right shift - exacerbating factors 
To the right of the block arro� are e�ternal factors other 
than the hypothesised effect of supine sleep that are 
kno�n or believed to increase autism incidence (right 
shift of curve�� dashed line�. This hypothesis does not 
address prenatal adverse factors.

Being born preterm e�poses the developing brain 
to an environment that makes profound changes to 
a broad range of genes�� even in children �ho do not 
go on to develop autism[79]�� and even those born late 
preterm[80]. The incidence of preterm birth has increased 
in the ten year period depicted�� but so have also efforts 
to improve the quality of care: Preterm birth may 

therefore account for a small portion of the increase 
depicted. 

In a population sample (North Carolina) a significant 
effect on autism �as found follo�ing induction and 
augmentation of labour[8�]. Caesarean birth can for 
similar reasons be included in this argument[82]. Though 
of relatively short duration�� these interventions directly 
disrupt key o�ytocin circuits of the connectome in 
autism[8����84]. These interventions may interfere �ith 
the normal pulsatile function of o�ytocin[85]. O�ytocin 
administration has been in use for many years preced
ing �994�� only in so far as the use has increased after 
�994 may this have made a minor contribution to the 
observed increase. �n terms of geneenvironment intera
ction[86]�� induction and augmentation involve appro�i
mately a one day “adversity dose”. A single anaesthetic 
and surgical procedure for an infant does not appear 
to be enough “adversity dose” to impact the curve[87]. 
Schieve et al[50] revie� evidence on factors associated 
with autism as above, and have quantified the possible 
impact the above factors may have had on the increase 
in autism�� concluding their contribution has been 
negligible.

“Toxic stress” as defined in early childhood develop
ment[88] �ould also produce a right shift. Ho�ever�� 
much of the underlying etiology of autism begins in the 
uterine and early birth period[78]. Even in great adversity�� 
if the early uterine environment and the early perinatal 
period �as “goodenough”�� some resilience �ill be in 
place. The contribution to increasing autism may thus 
be relatively small�� even if many other developmental 
and social ills follo�. This hypothesis requires that “to�ic 
stress” be e�pressed early to increase the incidence of 
autism. Repeated emotional and social traumas during 
the first year of life have been linked to autism[89]. To�ic 
stress during the First �000 �ays �ill certainly further 
e�acerbate early changes that took place[90]�� and so the 
sum contribution of childhood adversity to right shift is 
at most moderate�� but more likely mild as other factors 
preceded. 

A large number of environmental factors and to�ins 
have been proposed as contributing to the increase 
in autism. Many of them are plausible in so far as 
they can impact on epigenetic mechanisms and neuro
developmental processes. Ho�ever none of them can 
easily be linked to the increase since the early �990’s. A 
possible contributor is advancing parental age[9�]�� �hich 
may be acting through increased genetic and allelic 
changes.

Left shift - protective factors
To the left of the block arro� are protective factors. 
Skintoskin contact and breastfeeding support o�y
tocin net�orks[92]�� so shift the curve to the left. The 
paradigm could ho�ever be that they represent the 
basic biologically normal condition of the original and 
normative curve for “population autistic criteria” (prone 
sleep�� solid curve��� in �hich autism is infrequently caused 
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solely by adverse genomic phenomena. Prone sleep can 
be regarded as part of a package of normal biological 
e�pectation of human reproduction. Cosleeping is 
controversial�� but is an integral part of human life course 
sciences[9��]. �n the conte�t of preterm birth�� and perhaps 
family history of autistic features�� consciously increasing 
the dose of left�ard factors (enhancing o�ytocin� 
may be an informed choice for some parents. Higher 
maternal intake of folate and some other nutrients may 
lo�er autism risk[94]. �n the ecobiodevelopmental model 
presented by Shonkoff et al[88]�� “life science theory” is 
presented as a key concept alongside epigenetics and 
neuroscience. �n the model�� all of the protective factors 
listed are in fact directly out of “life science theory”. This 
encompasses a holistic approach to reproduction�� �here 
no single factor acts in isolation.

Compensatory mechanisms develop in the majority 
of autism cases later in life[95]�� but some may be appa
rent and effective at 8 years�� and provide a left shift 
to the curve. Successful treatment like�ise�� if only by 
accomplishing everyday functioning: �t appears the 
underlying neurology does not change that much[96].

Biological rationale for hypothesised impact of supine 
sleep 
The hypothesis that supine sleep produces right�ard 
shift�� i.e.�� increases autism incidence�� is depicted increases autism incidence�� is depicted 
bet�een the solid and dashed curves. Supine sleep 
can be seen as a population�ide novel environmental 
factor introduced in the early �990’s�� before �hich 
the solid line of the model represents the baseline 
“population autism criteria”. 

Supine sleep may bring t�o separate and distinct 
stressor disruptions to early development. �n the 
conte�t of the current public health recommendations�� 
it does so over an e�tended and critical period�� more 
so than many of the “right shifting” factors described 
above. First is the autonomic stressor effect, sufficient to 
cause motor developmental delay[�7]. High sympathetic 
tone elevates cortisol and other mediators�� �hich may 
lead to gene methylation[90��97]. O�ytocin receptor gene 
methylation has been measured accurately[89]�� sho�ing 
a correlation �ith autism severity�� �ith methylation 
reported as percentages[98]. Changes may be acute 
or act over time�� as described in the allostasis and 
allostatic load concept[86]. The �evelopmental Origins of 
Health And �isease concept clarifies that developmental 
disruptions caused by stressors occur at critical periods 
during development�� impacting only the specific 
developmental goal of that time[99]. One result of stress 
in the period from 02 mo may be disruption of socio2 mo may be disruption of socio2 mo may be disruption of socio
emotional net�orks�� and other parts of the connectome 
implicated in autism[76]. The default mode net�ork 
is implicated in autism�� this may likely be disturbed 
antenatally[72��78���00]�� but could be further dysregulated by 
the stress of supine sleep. 

Second�� good quality sleep cycling is necessary for 

consolidation of memory in adults[�0�]�� and even more 
for neurodevelopment in infants and children[�9]. Supine 
sleep disturbs sleep architecture�� �ith autonomic effects 
equivalent to an�ious arousal and �ith adverse effect 
on normal sleep cyclicity[�02]. The consolidation and 
integration of diverse neural net�orks is necessary for 
developing the capacities required for Theory of Mind[�0��]. 
O�ytocin is core to developing emotional and social 
net�orks�� and future Theory of Mind[�04]. Birth itself and 
early bonding are highly reliant on o�ytocin�� �hich is 
critical to the parturition process�� to early breastfeeding 
and to bonding[�05���06]. Breastfeeding and early bonding 
are maintained by skintoskin contact�� �hich in and 
of itself supports o�ytocin�� and the neurobiological 
processes associated �ith o�ytocin. Continued contact 
allo�s mother to be sensitive and attuned to her infant’s 
cues[�07]�� and the infant to establish a trajectory to�ard a 
secure attachment. 

Ecologically�� supine sleep may be part of a package 
that acts synergistically to disrupt development. Supine 
sleep and s�addling often go together�� the latter per 
se increases stress, even when practised only the first 
day there is a measurable adverse impact one year 
later[�08]. Life sciences theory affirms infants should 
never sleep alone�� and maternalinfant separation has 
been sho�n to increase autonomic arousal[�02]. Other 
cofactors do undoubtedly e�ist�� but for the current 
paper, supine sleep is identified as a likely contributor 
to developmental disruption leading to the increase in 
autism. 

Supine sleep does not “cause” autism in and of itself�� 
the model proposes it as one of many e�ternal risk 
factors�� operating during a critical period�� and requiring 
underlying vulnerability (genetic susceptibility��� analo
gous to the Triple Risk Model for S��S. �n the model 
therefore�� it is proposed that supine sleep is e�erting at 
least a moderate effect in shifting the curve to the right�� 
thereby increasing the incidence of autism. 

DISCUSSION
This hypothesis is consistent with the changing profile 
of the autism spectrum in the last t�o decades. The 
actual numbers of cases �ith lo�er �Q and profound 
developmental disruption has stayed appro�imately the 
same[�09����0]�� but the proportion �ith high functioning 
and high �Q has increased[48��5��]. The first four months 
are a critical period for socioemotional development�� 
not �Q. This is also consistent �ith the observation 
that many cases are only diagnosed after some years�� 
despite public health efforts at “early diagnosis”. The 
Theory of Mind concept comes �ith a prolonged “latent” 
period[�0��]�� and �hen the primary stressor only starts 
after birth�� as opposed to early and midfetal life[72��78]�� the 
e�pression and recognition of autism may be similarly 
delayed. 

�enmark[45] and Japan[��0] are countries that have 
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specifically studied autism in relation to vaccines�� 
demonstrating no effect of the latter. Both ho�ever 
document similar increase in autism incidence (after 
thimerosal cessation��� and in conte�ts �here similar 
diagnostic criteria have been used consistently. The 
�anish data is robust�� being based on total population 
inpatient and outpatient psychiatric records�� �ith the 
population register as denominator. �ncidence prior to 
�990 �as stable�� after �hich there �as an increase[45]�� 
such an increase may indeed be caused by increased 
community a�areness. Hansen et al[���] attribute 60% 
of increase in �enmark to change in diagnostic criteria 
in �994 and inclusion of outpatients in �995. �n Yoko
homa Japan�� in a defined catchment �ith dedicated 
mental health services and standardised tools�� reported 
incidence increased from 40/�000 bet�een �988 and 
�992�� to ��7.2 for those born in �996[��0]. Robust data 
also come from the United Kingdom (United Kingdomnited KingdomKingdomingdom 
General Practice Research �atabase�[��2], showing a five
fold increase from �988 through to 200��� after �hich 
“incidence and prevalence rates in 8year old children rea
ched a plateau… and remained steady through 20�0”[52]. 
This appears to apply also for �srael and Australia�� sho�
ing a levelling off of the autism increase[5254]�� possibly also 
in the United States since 200�nited States since 200�States since 200�tates since 200� since 200�[����]�� �ith supine sleep rates 
remaining stable. This is consistent �ith the hypothesis 
presented in that the population dose of supine sleep 
cannot increase much more (96% in �996 in the Unitednited 
Kingdom�ingdom��[42]�� and the full effect of susceptibility from 
this one proposed contributory factor is ma�imised. The 
hypothesis presented here for autism may equally apply 
to all or some of social inhibition disorders.

�n parallel to autism�� S��S reduction reached a 
plateau in the United States and else�here. Apart fromnited States and else�here. Apart fromStates and else�here. Apart fromtates and else�here. Apart from and else�here. Apart from 
the finite stressor dose effect, another reason for this 
may be that for both S��S and autism there are rare 
underlying genetic susceptibilities. Under the most 
ideal conditions of lo� environmental risk factors�� both 
autism and S��S �ould therefore still occur�� though 
rarely. E�pression of autism and S��S genes are e�acer
bated by adverse environments. �n autism�� supine 
sleep thereby e�erts an epigenetic and developmental 
mechanism that disrupts the connectome. �n S��S�� 
supine sleep is �orking as a protective mechanism on 
already disrupted neural net�orks. Since supine sleep 
is a stressor�� and is acting at an intermediate level of 
causation�� it is an imperfect intervention�� and can only 
prevent a finite portion of S��S mortality�� hence the 
plateau. �n the absence of ne� risk factor changes�� it 
is likely that all current increase in autism is secular�� as 
presented for S�eden[28].

Implications and future directions
�n presenting this integrated mechanism revie� as a 
hypothesis to this readership�� the intention is not to 
make any kind of public health recommendation�� this 
�ould be premature�� and beyond the scope of this 

paper. The implications are ho�ever considerable�� and 
merit urgent attention: A reassessment is �arranted[��4]. 
The epidemiological arguments presented should be 
scrutinised in data sources globally�� �ith respect to 
sleep position�� autism and S��S. The proposed model 
identifies some of the comple�ity involved�� in that 
e�acerbating factors over and above supine sleep need 
to be teased out�� as �ell as protective factors. 

The primary contention that supine sleep is a stressor 
is amenable to testing. Current clinical and physiological 
studies already provide ample evidence that supine sleep 
causes autonomic arousal�� and other stressor effects�� 
but this finding has been interpreted as healthy. It may 
be interpreted as harmful if methylation of specific rece
ptors related to autism could be correlated to supine 
sleep position. A purely epidemiological approach could 
be to select cohorts that complied or did not comply to 
supine sleep recommendations�� and compare autism 
rates�� first retrospectively�� and then perhaps prospec
tively. Ethically the latter might be possible if the prone 
cohort had additional protective measures against S��S. 
Genome�ide sequencing for methylation�� and focusing 
on methylation of specific genes identified (e.g.�� for�� for for 
o�ytocin receptors��� could establish presence or absence 
of harmful stress. Other measures of stress or allostatic 
load�� and socioemotional outcome measures�� may 
confirm or refute the hypothesis. The prevalence of SIDS 
defects and autism genes should be quantified. This 
may allo� a ne� perspective on the risk benefit ratio 
in terms of quantifying S��S decrease against possible 
autism increase. More research could focus on practical 
methods to identify neonates �ith S��S and autism 
susceptibility�� allo�ing for differentiated care options. 

�n conclusion�� it is proposed that there may be an 
association bet�een supine sleep and autism incidence 
increase. No other potential stressor than supine sleep 
is kno�n to have been introduced globally in �idely 
separated regions�� nor one that matches the temporal 
patterns described here. The biological rationale pro
posed is that supine sleep may be a stressor�� increasing 
gene methylation in�� and disrupting needed sleep 
cyclicity for developing socioemotional neural circuits. 
As stated above�� it �ould be premature to offer any kind 
of clinical or parenting advice based on this hypothesis. 
Rather�� the S��S mechanism proposed and autism 
model presented should be urgently e�amined and 
researched�� then the future research agenda may 
be better directed�� to�ard better care and advice to 
parents and health departments in order to further 
decrease S��S�� and reduce autism incidence. 
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COMMENTS
Background
Autism has increased since the early 1990’s. Sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS)(SIDS)SIDS)) 
decreased only to level off after supine sleep campaigns in the 1990’s. Currently 
supine sleep for neonates and infants is very strongly encouraged by public 
health authorities. However, the mechanism whereby supine sleep achieves 
SIDS reduction is totally unknown. This article suggests that supine sleep 
achieves SIDS reduction through a stressor mechanism, which will have the 
unintended side-effect of increasing autistic criteria in sensitive individuals of the 
population. The relevance of this article is that a re-evaluation of the fields of 
both SIDS and autism may lead to research that improves outcomes for both.

Research frontiers
Current research into SIDS includes identifying the mechanism of harm from 
prone sleep; this article suggests such research is fruitless. In terms of autism, 
a more fruitful direction of research suggested by this study is developmental 
stress biology.

Innovations and breakthroughs
The major innovative thinking of this article lies in its re-appraisal of prone 
sleep as the healthy physiological sleep. This can be seen as an application 
of “rare disease epidemiology”. For example, the rare side-effects of vaccines-effects of vaccineseffects of vaccines 
given to the whole population are accepted since the risks of those are greatly 
outweighed by the benefits. In the case of supine sleep campaigns, the potential 
risks have not been properly evaluated. Increasing autistic criteria in the 
population should be regarded as a major risk factor, which requires urgent and 
accurate quantification in order to properly balance benefit and risk of supine 
sleep. 

Applications
These findings emphasise that for both conditions, rare underlying genetic 
susceptibility is fundamental, and this will be a fruitful direction of research. The 
mechanistic model published previously on SIDS, and the model in this article on 
autism, allow more focused preventive and therapeutic application. In SIDS for 
example, a cardiorespiratory based physiological screening test is a possibility. 
In autism, genetic screening could identify a smaller part of the population for 
which family counselling allowing may result in advice to provide prone sleep, 
based on “informed choice”. 

Terminology
The term autism is used for brevity, where the correct terminology is autism 
spectrum disorder. This is currently best understood as a “connectome” disorder, 
this term refers to brain networks and their interactions, shared areas of high 
neural network traffic are referred to as hubs.

Peer-review
The topic is really interesting and the manuscript is clear and well organized.
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